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South Africa - Weather
Free State and neighboring areas will have an “opportunity” for rain late Monday into Wednesday
that will bring minor relief to the dryness “if” it verifies, but not all forecast models are in agreement
of this event. Winter wheat planting and establishment conditions would marginally improve if the
rain evolves, although additional precipitation will be needed to support ideal conditions. Western
Cape will otherwise remain dry through the end of next week. The region still has enough moisture
to support favorable winter wheat growth during the next several days. However, a good soaking of
rain would be welcome later this month. • A weak disturbance will bring showers to Northern Cape,
Free State, North West, and neighboring areas Monday into Wednesday
o These areas will receive 0.25-1.50” of rain with locally greater amounts during this time
o Dry weather will occur most other days during the coming week
• The remaining portions of South Africa will be mostly dry through the end of next week
o Any rain that does occur will be lost to evaporation
• Much of South Africa will be drier than normal June 12 – 18
o However, brief periods of light rain will be possible in central and eastern South Africa
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United States of America - Weather
U.S. MIDWEST: The Midwest will see warm temperatures and more sunshine than rain through the
next two weeks and late planting should advance well while crop stress is likely to increase in the
drier areas of the northwestern Corn Belt where only one round of organized rain is expected during
the period.
o Outside of parts of the lower Midwest where showers will return Monday into Tuesday, much of
the Midwest will be dry or will receive less than 0.50” of rain through Tuesday.
U.S. DELTA AND SOUTHEAST: The Delta and the Southeast will see daily rounds of showers and
thunderstorms through the next ten days with enough rain expected to maintain or improve soil
moisture in most areas while causing some delays to fieldwork.
• Southern Georgia and southern Alabama into northern Florida will be driest overall and an
increase in rain Sunday into Tuesday will be important in preventing the region from becoming
excessively dry.
o Little additional rain is expected Wednesday into June 18 and crop stress may soon rise if rain does
not return.
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South America - Weather
BRAZIL: Second season corn areas from Paraguay and Mato Grosso do Sul to Parana and Sao Paulo
will benefit from rain Saturday into next week with today’s forecast wetter than advertised earlier
this week for central and northern Mato Grosso do Sul and far southern Goias.
o Second season corn will benefit from the moisture somewhat, but crop development has advanced
far enough that changes in production may not be very great
improvement in yield and quality is possible
o Mato Grosso and the remainder of Goias will miss much of the rain.
ARGENTINA: Argentina will see dry weather most often during the next two weeks and good harvest
progress should be made around periods of rain Friday into Saturday in some northern and central
areas and Sunday into Monday in the northeast.
o Rain will be greatest from Chaco and central and northern Santa Fe to Entre Rios and Corrientes
where most areas will receive 0.40-2.0” and locally more with lighter rain surrounding the region.
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Europe, New Zealand and Australia - Weather
EUROPE: A period of drying will impact northwestern and west-central Europe and expand into Germany and northwestern Poland into southern Scandinavia through Tuesday. Areas from the U.K. and France through
Germany, southern Scandinavia and northwestern Poland will remain plenty moist and fieldwork conditions should improve during the dry spell.
AUSTRALIA: Welcome precipitation will return to eastern Australia next workweek. Mostly dry weather will occur today through Sunday.
o Another round of precipitation will return Monday through most of next workweek
South Wales and Victoria Thursday into Friday.
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